Goals | Completely met (should be carried over) | Partially met (Please explain) | Not met/ should be carried over (Please explain) | Not met/ should not be carried over (Please explain)
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1. To serve as a hub for dialogue across institutional sectors related to practices and policies that could increase student success at SAC. | X |  |  |  
2. To serve as the participatory governance committee supporting other SAC task forces and committees/task forces such as BSI, transfer, scholarship, and matriculation. | X |  |  |  
3. To provide an environment where exploratory discussions about data, student success, and boundary-spanning strategies to improve equality of outcomes at SAC can occur. | X |  |  |  
4. To sponsor and support resource leveraging and institutional transformation in support of student success. | X |  |  |  
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**Recommended goals for next year:**
We will be continuing to focus on the goals stated above. This report was reviewed and approved by the Student Success Committee in May 2010.

**What outcomes and/or body of work have been generated by this committee (SSC)**
- The SSC has received reports from the reporting committees/task forces identified above throughout the year and has acted on recommendations presented, as appropriate.
- The SSC has hosted discussions about major barriers related to student success through data presentations and has connected those challenges to institutional work in progress in departments and divisions and to the Title V proposal under development.
- The SSC has become the college body that receives and reviews innovation grant proposals in conjunction with the SAC Foundation. Ten innovation grants will be awarded this spring for implementation next year.
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